Lawyer Refutes Darwinism!

A GREAT GIFT FOR YOUR PASTOR, SCHOOL TEACHER, STUDENT OR CHURCH LIBRARY

Overstocked. Price Slashed!

Was $19.95. Now just $7.00!

Generous quantity discounts (see below)
In *Three Days Before The Sun* author Warren Johns undercuts popular theories of evolution with common sense and penetrating logic. He indicts Darwinism as a fairytale for grownups and backs up his judgment with well-crafted arguments based in real science. His book is a timely contribution to the Creation conversation within our own church.

A sampling of chapter subtitles reveals the breadth of the book's intellectual span:

- *Intelligent Design*
- *Spontaneous Generation*
- *Missing Links*
- *DNA, Language of Life*
- *Mutations*
- *Irreducible Complexity*
- *Radiometric Dating*
- *Young Life, Old Earth*

You can scan through the book and find something to highlight on nearly every page!

**Quantity Discounts**

- 2-9 copies: $6.00 each
- 10 or more copies: $5.00 each

*(While Supplies Last)*

**Quick Links...**

- [LLT Website](#)
- [Sabbath History](#)
Sabbath Intersections

The Seventh Day TV Documentary

Hell and Mr. Fudge

Click here to donate using our secure server